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Step 1
Start filling your structure with a base of DAIRY DOO'S Topsoil
Blend. Continue filling and spreading the Topsoil Blend
evenly across the structure until you are about 6-8 inches
from the top of the bed.

Raised beds are a great way
to avoid weeding and simplify
your gardening experience!
You'll Need:
–Finished Structure for Your Garden - this could be
elevated to any height and made of whatever materials
you'd like.
–Shovel
–Topsoil Blend
–Newspapers
–FlowerDoo 201 or

VeggieDoo 301

–Plant Transplants
–Water

Step 2
Unfold your newspapers
and spread them across
the top of the Topsoil
Blend. Be sure to cover
all of the soil. Wet the
top of the newspapers
thoroughly.
*Note - if you are
using a very shallow
structure steps 1 and
2 can be omitted.
Step 3
Fill and level the
remaining 6-8
inches of your
raised bed with

FlowerDoo 201

or VeggieDoo 301,
depending on what you will be planting in
the raised bed. Both are organic, weed free, and full of the
nutrients your plants need! FlowerDoo 201 is great for all
types of flowers and VeggieDoo 301 is great for all of your
fruits and vegetables.

FlowerDoo 201 or VeggieDoo 301
(top 6”-8”)

Newspapers
Topsoil Blend

Step 5 (Optional)
If you are wanting to start some of your plants from
seeds, dig a trench in the FlowerDoo 201 or VeggieDoo
301. Fill the trench with Seed Starter 101 and plant your
seeds according to their package. Top with more Seed
Starter 101. This will help your seeds to germinate and
then provide additional nutrients to them as they outgrow their trench.

Step 4
Follow the instructions for your plant transplants to dig holes
the appropriate distance apart. Add your transplants and fill
the hole back up with your soil. Water very thoroughly. Check
the amount by digging 1-2 inches into the soil at a corner
of the bed. If the soil is still dry, continue to water the whole
bed.

Be sure to water your plants
throughout the summer
and enjoy the harvest!
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For more how to's
visit us online at
dairydoo.com.
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